Stephen Harper has pledged to pass a bill, within 100 days, that will impose mandatory prison sentences for growing as few as 6 cannabis plants!

Justice Minister, Rob Nicholson, has been telling Canadians that the Conservative mandatory minimums legislation will target “organized crime” and yet it includes a mandatory prison sentence for growing between 6 and 200 cannabis plants!

All credible research concludes that mandatory minimum sentencing for drug offences is very expensive, does nothing to deter crime or protect the public and will likely make matters worse. These conclusions are even echoed in studies done for our own Justice Department!

We need only look to the U.S. to see the failure of mandatory sentences for drug offences. They have learned their lesson and are backing away from their use of mandatory sentencing.

The overreaching nature of the bill is shocking. For the Conservatives to dismiss all the evidence and press forward with this legislation anyway is indefensible.

Canadians deserve effective, rational drug laws based on facts and research, not laws based on ideology or for political posturing to give the illusion of being “tough on drugs.”

If Canadians allow this legislation to pass, countless families across our country will experience serious heartache and suffering as our children, relatives and spouses are locked up in prison for low-level non-violent crimes.

For Canada’s sake, please learn more about the ineffectiveness of mandatory minimum sentences, then contact your MP and urge them to do the honourable thing and oppose mandatory minimums... before it’s too late.

Learn more about mandatory minimum sentencing:
CannabisFacts.ca
Essential information for an informed debate about cannabis policy.